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using 
advanced
techniques to 
detect signals 
that impact
our business
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Tech Enabled Toolkit

6

With the increasing availability of data, we face the 
challenge of too much information and difficulty to 
process and spot the important events using traditional
monitoring (on-going manual review by experts)

Critical and strategic business decisions rely on 
sound judgment of information. Using smarter and 
consistent ways to process and visualize
information can solve this challenge

The Tech Enabled Toolkit uses advanced techniques to 
process large amounts of articles to detect new, viral
and developing signals – an impossible task when 
using traditional monitoring
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Topic novelty and persistencyKey Design Characteristics

Identify a dataset:
• multiple domains (e.g. Medical, Regulation, Technology)
• multiple regions
• multiple languages
• licensed for analytical models
• has adequate historical coverage for development and back-testing
• meta data fields

Develop algorithms:
• agnostic to domain or region
• adaptable and scalable

Develop a Toolkit that:
• has pull and push functionality
• dynamic and easy to use
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Developed a scalable process for detecting relevant business signals from unstructured 
news data.

Identify topic of 
interest and related 

key words

Query to find 
relevant articles

Enrich articles with 
summary metadata 

Run signal 
detection 

algorithms

Generate signal 
visualizations

Signal Detection Process
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Identify topics to watch and provide key background information to can set up the topic 
for signal detection.
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Based on the information provided about the topic, set up a query to pull the set of related 
articles. This is an iterative process to find the right subset of relevant articles.
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Enrich the relevant articles via a linguistic software to identify key words, concepts, legal 
entities, people, and other information that will help with signal detection.

Sample of article enrichment with a few examples highlighted
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Topic novelty and persistencyKeyword extraction 

Sep-6, 2019 72 duplicates

Health Officials Issue New Warning On Vaping-Related Illnesses After Third Fatality

As news comes that a third person has died as a result of complications from vaping, the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention is urging people to avoid using e-cigarettes. The CDC said Friday, Sept. 6, that they are also investigating a fourth death, 
in addition to deaths in Illinois and Oregon, and the latest in Indiana. Officials said as of Friday, the number of people who have 
come down with a severe lung illness linked to vaping has doubled to 450 possible cases in 33 states. 

"Although more investigation is needed to determine the vaping agent or agents responsible, there is clearly an epidemic that begs 
for an urgent response," Dr. David C. Christiani of the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health wrote in an editorial published 
Friday in The New England Journal of Medicine . Many of the ill patients have reported vaping THC. Some reported using both THC 
and e-cigarettes while a smaller group reported using only nicotine, the CDC said. New York officials reported on Thursday, Sept. 5, 
they have narrowed a focus on vitamin E acetate, but CDC officials said it's too early to pinpoint one substance. No evidence of
infectious diseases has been identified in any of the patients, therefore lung illnesses are likely associated with chemical exposure, 
the CDC said. "We are committed to finding out what is making people sick," said Robert R. Redfield, MD, director of the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. "All available information is being carefully analyzed, and these initial findings are helping us 
narrow the focus of our investigation and get us closer to the answers needed to save lives." Symptoms of the illness include cough, 
shortness of breath, chest pain, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and fever, the CDC said. Regardless of the ongoing investigation, 
the CDC said people who use e-cigarette products should not buy these products off the street and should not modify e-cigarette 
products or add any substances that are not intended by the manufacturer. More information about the investigation is available on 
the CDC website.
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Topic novelty and persistencyKeyword extraction – frequency based 

Sep-6, 2019 72 duplicates

Health Officials Issue New Warning On Vaping-Related Illnesses After Third Fatality

As news comes that a third person has died as a result of complications from vaping, the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention is urging people to avoid using e-cigarettes. The CDC said Friday, Sept. 6, that they are also investigating a fourth death, 
in addition to deaths in Illinois and Oregon, and the latest in Indiana. Officials said as of Friday, the number of people who have 
come down with a severe lung illness linked to vaping has doubled to 450 possible cases in 33 states. 

"Although more investigation is needed to determine the vaping agent or agents responsible, there is clearly an epidemic that begs 
for an urgent response," Dr. David C. Christiani of the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health wrote in an editorial published 
Friday in The New England Journal of Medicine . Many of the ill patients have reported vaping THC. Some reported using both THC 
and e-cigarettes while a smaller group reported using only nicotine, the CDC said. New York officials reported on Thursday, Sept. 5, 
they have narrowed a focus on vitamin E acetate, but CDC officials said it's too early to pinpoint one substance. No evidence of 
infectious diseases has been identified in any of the patients, therefore lung illnesses are likely associated with chemical exposure, 
the CDC said. "We are committed to finding out what is making people sick," said Robert R. Redfield, MD, director of the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. "All available information is being carefully analyzed, and these initial findings are helping us 
narrow the focus of our investigation and get us closer to the answers needed to save lives." Symptoms of the illness include cough, 
shortness of breath, chest pain, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and fever, the CDC said. Regardless of the ongoing investigation, 
the CDC said people who use e-cigarette products should not buy these products off the street and should not modify e-cigarette
products or add any substances that are not intended by the manufacturer. More information about the investigation is available on 
the CDC website.

Most frequent dozen words:

• say
• investigation
• report
• people
• use
• product
• official
• vaping
• e-cigarette
• illness 
• Friday
• lung
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Topic novelty and persistencyKeyword extraction – linguistic scoring 

Sep-6, 2019 72 duplicates

Health Officials Issue New Warning On Vaping-Related Illnesses After Third Fatality

As news comes that a third person has died as a result of complications from vaping, the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention is urging people to avoid using e-cigarettes. The CDC said Friday, Sept. 6, that they are also investigating a fourth death, 
in addition to deaths in Illinois and Oregon, and the latest in Indiana. Officials said as of Friday, the number of people who have 
come down with a severe lung illness linked to vaping has doubled to 450 possible cases in 33 states. 

"Although more investigation is needed to determine the vaping agent or agents responsible, there is clearly an epidemic that begs 
for an urgent response," Dr. David C. Christiani of the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health wrote in an editorial published 
Friday in The New England Journal of Medicine . Many of the ill patients have reported vaping THC. Some reported using both THC 
and e-cigarettes while a smaller group reported using only nicotine, the CDC said. New York officials reported on Thursday, Sept. 5, 
they have narrowed a focus on vitamin E acetate, but CDC officials said it's too early to pinpoint one substance. No evidence of 
infectious diseases has been identified in any of the patients, therefore lung illnesses are likely associated with chemical exposure, 
the CDC said. "We are committed to finding out what is making people sick," said Robert R. Redfield, MD, director of the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. "All available information is being carefully analyzed, and these initial findings are helping us 
narrow the focus of our investigation and get us closer to the answers needed to save lives." Symptoms of the illness include cough, 
shortness of breath, chest pain, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and fever, the CDC said. Regardless of the ongoing investigation, 
the CDC said people who use e-cigarette products should not buy these products off the street and should not modify e-cigarette 
products or add any substances that are not intended by the manufacturer. More information about the investigation is available on 
the CDC website.

Linguistically significant dozen words:

• CDC official
• e-cigarette product 
• vaping THC 
• lung illness 
• CDC website 
• illness 
• Centers for Disease Control
• THC 
• official 
• vaping 
• health official 
• e-cigarette
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Categorize articles into homogeneous clusters for a further article scoring

Topic 
modeling

De-
duplication

Related 
articles
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Topic novelty and persistencyTopic modelling – unsupervised vs. supervised

Unsupervised topic modeling is a type of statistical modeling for discovering 
abstract “topics” that occur in a collection of documents. It allows examining a 
set of documents and, based on the statistics of words, assigning topic(s) to each 
document in the set. 

Issues:
• number of topics is unknown,
• lack of interpretability,
• no account for word ambiguity and synonyms.
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Topic novelty and persistencyTopic modelling – unsupervised vs. supervised

Supervised topic modeling is a rule-based assignment of a topic(s) to a document 
based on expert-specified keyword sets that are specific to each topic.

Issues:
• time-consuming,
• require expert knowledge,
• manual updating.

We use the approach to group articles based on: 
• regions/countries (USA, UK, EU, etc.), 
• domains (medicine, economics, etc.), 
• main diseases (breast cancer, diabetes, etc.).
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Topic novelty and persistencyDuplicative news articles

Sep-6, 2019 72 duplicates

Health Officials Issue New Warning On Vaping-Related Illnesses After Third Fatality

As news comes that a third person has died as a result of complications from vaping, the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention is urging people to avoid using e-cigarettes. The CDC said Friday, Sept. 6, that they are also investigating a fourth death, 
in addition to deaths in Illinois and Oregon, and the latest in Indiana. Officials said as of Friday, the number of people who have 
come down with a severe lung illness linked to vaping has doubled to 450 possible cases in 33 states. 

"Although more investigation is needed to determine the vaping agent or agents responsible, there is clearly an epidemic that begs 
for an urgent response," Dr. David C. Christiani of the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health wrote in an editorial published 
Friday in The New England Journal of Medicine . Many of the ill patients have reported vaping THC. Some reported using both THC 
and e-cigarettes while a smaller group reported using only nicotine, the CDC said. New York officials reported on Thursday, Sept. 5, 
they have narrowed a focus on vitamin E acetate, but CDC officials said it's too early to pinpoint one substance. No evidence of
infectious diseases has been identified in any of the patients, therefore lung illnesses are likely associated with chemical exposure, 
the CDC said. "We are committed to finding out what is making people sick," said Robert R. Redfield, MD, director of the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. "All available information is being carefully analyzed, and these initial findings are helping us 
narrow the focus of our investigation and get us closer to the answers needed to save lives." Symptoms of the illness include cough, 
shortness of breath, chest pain, nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and fever, the CDC said. Regardless of the ongoing investigation, 
the CDC said people who use e-cigarette products should not buy these products off the street and should not modify e-cigarette 
products or add any substances that are not intended by the manufacturer. More information about the investigation is available on 
the CDC website.

Health Officials Issue New Warning On Vaping-Related Illnesses After New Fatalities
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Topic novelty and persistencyDuplicative news articles – bag of words

Bag of words approach allows transforming articles into ordered vectors of word frequencies.

Then, similarity between two articles can be calculated using, for example, cosine similarity metric.
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We have developed algorithms to generate scores for each article based on its novelty, 
persistency, and other characteristics. These scores are used to “signal” important articles.

Sample of scores generated for each article
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Topic novelty and persistencyTopic novelty and persistency – Article X
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Topic novelty and persistencyTopic novelty – Article X
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Topic novelty and persistencyTopic persistency – Article X
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Topic novelty and persistencyTopic novelty and persistency – Article X



Let P and Q be two articles, and p and q be the corresponding word frequencies in the 
articles (article words are denoted as D). Then, cross-entropy H(p,q) can be used to 
measure the difference between the two articles as:

• H(p,q) ≥ 0
• H(p,q) -> min, when p=q
• The more different the two articles, the higher the cross-entropy.

Using cross-entropy, a given news article can be compared with historic news articles, 
as well as with future articles. Then, if some breaking news are followed up (~viral 
news), the future cross-entropy becomes much smaller than the historic cross-entropy, 
so that change in cross-entropy allows characterising news novelty and persistency.
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Topic novelty and persistencyTopic novelty and persistency – cross-entropy definition

𝒙𝒙 𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 𝑫𝑫
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Topic novelty and persistencyTopic novelty and persistency – Article X

• There are several 
articles on this panel

• The placement of the 
article is based on the 
Cross entropy 
calculation to give a 
measure of how novel or 
persistent (buzz) an 
article is

• The size of the bubble is 
the number of near-
duplicates the article 
had
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Topic novelty and persistencyDemo
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Topic novelty and persistencyBroader Applications

• Monitoring “known” drivers 

• Analyzing inforce experience against identified events

• New opportunities

• …..
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Topic novelty and persistencyKey Dependencies

• Source selection

• Knowledge graph dependencies

• Data licensing provisions

• Advancements in technical approaches

• Deployment and change management
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Topic novelty and persistencyQuestions
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